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(R4) 15:45 CHESTER, 1m 6f 87y 

MBNA Handicap (Class 3) (3YO only)
No(Dr) Silk Form Horse Details Age/Wt Jockey/Trainer OR

1 (4) 32-1111 MOON KING (FR) 31 D 
br g Sea The Moon - Maraba

3 9 - 7 R Kingscote
R M Beckett

81

Jockey Colours: Dark green and white diabolo, white and dark green diabolo on sleeves, dark green
and white quartered cap
Timeform says: Gelded during the winter and winner of all 4 starts this season, most
recently at Haydock (1¾m, heavy) last month. 5 lb rise fair and entirely possible that he has
more to offer.  (Forecast 2.38)

Notes: 

2 (2) 351435 GABRIAL THE ONE (IRE) 14 C BF 
b g Zoffany - Guilia

3 9 - 7 Barry McHugh
R A Fahey

81

Jockey Colours: Grey, beige star, grey sleeves, beige stars and stars on cap
Timeform says: Improved when scoring over 12.3f here in May. Has come up short on each
of his 3 subsequent starts, but will be a threat if benefiting from this step up in trip.
(Forecast 5.00)

Notes: 

3 (3) 122243 PARADISE BOY (FR) 14 
ch c Mamool - Palace Secret

3 9 - 2 William Cox (3)
A M Balding

76

Jockey Colours: White, emerald green chevron, white sleeves, emerald green stars, white cap,
emerald green star
Timeform says: Progressive form on AW earlier this year and bettered his turf debut display
when third over 12.3f here a fortnight ago. 1 lb lower now and this new trip should be within
his range.  (Forecast 4.33)

Notes: 

4 (1) 134111 GLUTNFORPUNISHMENT 15 
b g Dawn Approach - Oxsana

3 8 - 12 Darragh Keenan (5)
N P Littmoden

72

Jockey Colours: Red, black seams, hooped sleeves, quartered cap
Timeform says: Three-time AW winner this year and posted best effort yet when opening
turf account from the front at Newmarket (13f, good) recently. Up 5 lb, but will be dangerous if
allowed to dominate.  (Forecast 5.50)

Notes: 

TIMEFORM VIEW: There's a good chance that GLUTNFORPUNISHMENT will again be allowed
his own way out in front and, with Darragh Keenan's claim negating the 5 lb rise he picked up for his
recent Newmarket success, Nick Littmoden's charge could take some pegging back round here. The
similarly progressive Moon King is feared most ahead of Paradise Boy, who was in front of Gabrial The
One when third here last time.
 
Timeform 1-2-3:  
1: GLUTNFORPUNISHMENT (4) 
2: MOON KING (1) 
3: PARADISE BOY (3)
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